
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Dr Robinson - Clerk to Llanrhystud Community Council, 
 
ED3780: Llanrhystud School Safe Route Feasibility  
 
Thank you for your letter dated 16 February. 
 
I am obviously somewhat disappointed with some of the content of your letter because Ceredigion 
County Council (CCC) believes it has provided relevant/timely information to various parties within 
the Community which it is hoped will be evidenced in my response below, but in specific response 
to the points raised in your letter: 
 

1. Please see attached document titled ‘Summary of Replies Issued’ which details responses 

provided to Mr Tudor Jones and to Cllr G W Evans. This demonstrates that CCC has in fact 

provided responses to Mr. Jones who was leading on behalf of the Community in 2022, but 

it is obviously not able to confirm whether these have been shared or circulated 

appropriately within the local community. 

 

2. The explanation as to why the grant application was amended prior to submission was 

provided in the response dated 11.02.22 to Mr Tudor Jones and a redacted copy of the 

application form was also provided to Mr Tudor Jones on 07.03.22.  A further copy of the 

redacted application is duly attached. 

 

3. I can only repeat the explanation provided to you in my previous response that CCC has a 

lack of internal staffing resource capacity due to an inability to recruit and replace key 

members of staff, with continuous adverts for suitably qualified engineers having been in 

place for over 12 months. This situation is replicated across most Local Authorities within 

the highways and construction service areas, and indeed also within consultancy firms 

within the sector. This staffing resource issue was also included within the response dated 

23.11.22. to Cllr Evans. 
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4. The Feasibility Report will identify a number of possible options, assess their feasibility, 

strengths and weaknesses, together with cost estimates before identifying a preferred way 

forward.  This preferred option will then be consulted with the Community Council before 

moving to detailed design, environmental assessment, land purchase, planning if required, 

Suds Approval Body etc. I can confirm that CCC has submitted an application to the Welsh 

Government to allow continuation of scheme development work in FY23-24 as outlined in 

my previous response.  

The Community Council should also be aware that due to the engineering challenges caused by 
various constraints at this location that there is a possibility that a viable/affordable option may 
ultimately be difficult to achieve. 
 
I would therefore have to disagree with your statement that the Council’s previous response in 
relation to this matter was patronising, because whilst the Community Council may indeed have 
people involved who are intelligent and understand project management, they do not have 
experience in the development and delivery of projects where there are complex/stringent Welsh 
Government application criteria/processes and specific/onerous design constraints/guidance to 
follow; which provide engineering challenges due to topographical and other constraints, and 
which involve numerous landowners. 
 
Your assertion that this a small and straightforward project is therefore somewhat misleading, and 
if it was, then the project could have been delivered a number of decades ago and could equally 
have been delivered by the Community Council themselves without any input from the County 
Council. 
 
Despite statements made in previous correspondence that landowners were agreeable in principle 
to the scheme proposed by the Community, it should be noted that CCC has been unable to 
obtain full topographical survey data of private owned land due to lack of approval from 
landowners, which further highlights the delivery risks involved. 
 
This highlights one of the reasons why a wider Options study was necessary, and which has been 
commissioned. The County Council has considerable expertise in dealing with protracted land 
negotiations, particularly when multiple landowners are involved, with initial support later being 
withdrawn which prevents progression of a scheme. This is an ongoing risk, and I would reiterate 
that expectations within the local community/Community Council therefore need to be realistic. 
 
In order to move matters forward and to help prevent further miscommunication or the potential 
lack of sharing of information within the community, I suggest that all future correspondence in 
relation to this scheme is submitted by the Clerk to the Community Council, copied to the Local 
Member, Councillor Gwyn Wigley Evans, and submitted through the Council’s Customer Services 
portal (clic@ceredigion.gov.uk) with any responses being directed back to these same parties. 
 
Consultation will take place with stakeholders when the County Council have proposals that it can 
share with the Community, because to do so prior to any proposals being developed would not be 
an appropriate use of anybody’s time, particularly when it has already been communicated to you 
that the Council’s resources are limited. 
 
It is unclear at this stage what engagement/consultation the Community Council undertook prior to 
it submitting its application to the County Council for consideration in January 2022, and I would 
therefore be grateful if you could share that information in full with officers so that it can be logged 
on the project file. 
 
Whilst I appreciate the sense of frustration expressed in your response regarding timelines, I do 
have to reiterate that you and the Community Council will need to manage the level of 
expectations in relation to scheme development and delivery for the reasons stated above and 
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also accept that this is only one of numerous schemes that officers will be seeking to develop and 
deliver, with each community and affected stakeholder believing that their schemes should take 
priority. 
 
Officers will follow due process in relation to scheme development as and when resources permit 
and will look to engage directly on the preferred option as and when one is available. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Rhodri Llwyd 
Swyddog Arweiniol Corfforaethol: Gwasanaethau Priffyrdd ac Amgylcheddol  
Corporate Lead Officer: Highways and Environmental Services  


